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Metasurfaces (MSs) have been utilized to manipulate different properties of electromagnetic waves. By com-

bining local control over the wave amplitude, phase, and polarization into a single tunable structure, a multi-

functional and reconfigurable metasurface can be realized, capable of full control over incident radiation. Here,

we experimentally validate a multi-functional metasurface architecture for the microwave regime, where in prin-

ciple variable loads are connected behind the backplane to reconfigurably shape the complex surface impedance.

As a proof-of-concept step, we fabricate several metasurface instances with static loads in different configura-

tions (surface mount capacitors and resistors of different values in different connection topologies) to validate

the approach and showcase the different achievable functionalities. Specifically, we show perfect absorption for

oblique incidence (both polarizations), broadband linear polarization conversion, and beam splitting, demon-

strating control over the amplitude, polarization state, and wavefront, respectively. Measurements are performed

in the 4-18 GHz range inside an anechoic chamber and show good agreement with theoretically-anticipated re-

sults. Our results clearly demonstrate the practical potential of the proposed architecture for reconfigurable

electromagnetic wave manipulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Metasurfaces, the single-layer version of metamaterials,

have attracted considerable interest in recent years [1, 2].

They are capable of manipulating the amplitude, phase, and

polarization of the incident electromagnetic wave by appropri-

ately engineering the subwavelength, resonant building blocks

(termed meta-atoms). Maximum functionality can be ob-

tained by combining into a single metasurface the ability to

locally control all three aforementioned characteristics [3].

In physical terms, this amounts to locally manipulating the

anisotropic, complex surface impedance (real and imaginary

parts of the tensor elements) [4]. This approach can lead to

multi-functional and reconfigurable metasurfaces, which al-

low for maximum operation versatility [5]. Currently, both

static and reconfigurable versions of metasurfaces are being

actively researched for a broad range of applications in the mi-

crowave and mmWave (5G) frequencies, including absorbers

[6], isolators [7, 8], filters [9], switchable screens [10], en-

hanced antennas [11], and wavefront shaping devices, which

have been both theoretically studied [12] and experimentally

demonstrated [13, 14].

In Ref. 4 we conceptualized a metasurface unit cell

with locally- and continuously-tunable complex surface

impedance, for multiple reconfigurable functions. Further de-

veloping this concept, in Ref. 15 we proposed a practical and

scalable multi-functional metasurface architecture for the mi-
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crowave regime, where electronic integrated circuits are as-

sembled behind the metasurface backplane in order to dynam-

ically engineer the metasurface properties. The integrated cir-

cuits supply tunable resistance and capacitance loads to each

meta-atom [16], allowing to locally shape the complex sur-

face impedance. By co-simulating [15, 17] electronic chip

and electromagnetic responses, we have theoretically show-

cased the potential of the proposed structure.

In this work, we report the essential step of experimentally

validating the multi-functional metasurface architecture. To

this end, we fabricate several instances of the metasurface

with static loads mounted behind the backplane in place of

the integrated circuits. The fixed surface-mounted devices

(SMD), capacitors and resistors, are placed in different con-

nection topologies for each metasurface instance. This allows

to showcase different functionalities of (i) independent perfect

absorption for the two linear polarizations under oblique inci-

dence, (ii) polarization control illustrated by broadband linear

polarization conversion, and (iii) wavefront manipulation il-

lustrated by beam splitting. The replacement of the tunable

integrated chips with fixed loads serves to experimentally val-

idate the metasurface architecture prior to the costly assem-

bling of the actual chips. Note that the chosen values of re-

sistance and capacitance are within the capabilities of the cus-

tom chip implementation [15, 16], so that the demonstrated

functionalities are readily achievable with the reconfigurable

version of the proposed multi-functional metasurface.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In

Sect. II we present the metasurface architecture and discuss

fabrication and measurement details. Simulation and experi-

mental results are presented in Sect. III for all three showcased
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FIG. 1. Architecture of the proposed reconfigurable metasurface:

(a) Top view: unit cell with four patches and (b) side view: three-

metallization-layer stackup (dimensions in mm). (c) Reconfigurable

version with chip. Static load configuration in the bottom metalliza-

tion layer for (d) independent perfect absorption for the two linear

polarizations: different resistor-capacitor, RC, pairs connect the adja-

cent patches in the unit cell along x and y directions; (e) linear polar-

ization conversion: appropriate capacitance connects the diagonally-

adjacent patches in the unit cell; (f) beam splitting: supercell of unit

cells with different capacitances.

functionalities. Finally, the conclusions appear in Sect. IV.

II. MULTI-FUNCTIONAL METASURFACE

ARCHITECTURE

The multi-functional metasurface under study is a three-

metallization-layer printed circuit board (PCB) structure

based on a high-frequency Panasonic Megtron7N dielectric

substrate (εr = 3.35, tanδ = 0.002); the geometry is described

in Fig. 1. The top metallization layer contains a 2× 2 array

of square copper patches (w × w = 3.95 mm × 3.95 mm)

in a symmetric configuration [Fig. 1(a)]; the periodicity is

square with lattice constant a = 9 mm (∼ λ0/7 at the fre-

quency of 5 GHz). The second (middle) metallization layer

is the metasurface backplane so that the structure operates in

reflection (negligible transmission). Finally, the third (bot-

tom) metallization layer accommodates the SMD components

[Fig. 1(b,d-f)], or the integrated chip in the reconfigurable ver-

sion [Fig. 1(c)]. This way, the loads are “hidden” beneath

the backplane and do not interfere with the incident elec-

tromagnetic waves nor obstruct the aperture; connection be-

tween patches and loads is accomplished by means of through

vias (TVs). The fabricated [18, 19] metasurface boards con-

sisted of 18× 26 cells, for an effective aperture of 162 mm ×
234 mm. Photographs of both sides of the metasurface boards

can be found in the Supplemental Material [20] [Fig. S4(a-b)].

The four-patch unit cell geometry along with the possi-

bilities for horizontal, vertical, and diagonal connections be-

hind the backplane has been judiciously chosen so as to allow

for electrically bestowing anisotropic properties in the surface

impedance. Specifically, it provides the ability to address the

x- and y-linear polarization independently (e.g. absorb at dif-

ferent frequencies or incident angles), as well as allow for lin-

ear polarization conversion. The current patterning of the bot-

tom copper layer can accommodate two components in paral-

lel for each of the x- and y-directions, and one series connec-

tion in the diagonal branch [Fig. 1(d-f)].

These possibilities offered by our metasurface architecture

allow for a broad range of functionalities. Populating the ver-

tical and horizontal SMD slots with appropriate combinations

of resistance and capacitance pairs (Ry,Cy and Rx,Cx, respec-

tively), as shown in Fig. 1(d), we can selectively absorb the

two linear polarizations for different frequencies and/or in-

cidence angles. Populating the diagonal branch [Fig. 1(e)],

we can couple the two orthogonal linear polarizations and

achieve polarization conversion; by an appropriate capaci-

tance Ctot = Cd/2 we can tune the supported resonances and

achieve large aggregate spectral bandwidths. Finally, we can

form supercells by assembling different components in the

constituent unit cells. This is exemplified in Fig. 1(f) where a

supercell comprised of 8 9-mm-wide unit cells is formed from

two blocks (4 unit cells each) with different capacitance value

in the vertical connections (C1 and C2, respectively). The su-

percell dimension exceeds the free space wavelength allow-

ing to split the output beam, equivalent with a binary grat-

ing structure. For more details regarding our generic strategy

towards multiple functionalities see Supplemental Material,

Fig. S1.

The fabricated samples are depicted in Fig. 2. They con-

cern three different instances of the metasurface with differ-

ent SMD components assembled on the back side [Fig. 2(c)]

according to the three scenarios depicted in Fig. 1(d-f). For

the specific component values in each case see the caption of

Fig. 2. A top view of the fabricated samples focusing on the 4-

patch unit cell is depicted in Fig. 2(a). A corresponding X-ray

view is depicted in Fig. 2(b); this inspection was used to ver-

ify the electrical continuity between patches, TVs and SMD

pads. The metasurface mounted for measurement inside the

anechoic chamber is depicted in Fig. 2(d). The assembled

boards are mounted on the head of a motorized positioner, al-

lowing for rotation of its mast and head. Standard-gain pyra-

midal horns are used as transmitting (Tx) and receiving (Rx)

antennas; they are mounted either on tripods or on an arm at-

tached on the rotating positioner mast or head [as is the case in

Fig. 2(d)], for obtaining 2D or 3D scattering pattern measure-

ments. A vector network analyzer (Anritsu 37397D) feeds the

horn antennas to perform S-parameter farfield measurements

of the metasurface and of a reference reflective plate (of equal

dimensions), used for normalization. A photograph of the

whole bistatic measurement setup inside the anechoic cham-

ber can be found in the Supplemental Material [Fig. S4(c)].
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FIG. 2. Fabricated samples and measurement setup. (a) Photograph

of fabricated sample (top side). (b) X-ray view verifying electrical

continuity between patches, through vias and SMD pads. (c) SMD

components assembled in the back side for the three different sce-

narios schematically depicted in Fig. 1(d-f). Top left: RCy = 22 Ω ‖
2.7 pF and RCx = 100 Ω ‖ 0.8 pF. Top right: Cd = 0.8 pF. Bottom:

C1 = 0.8 pF and C2 = 2.7 pF. (d) Measurement setup inside the ane-

choic chamber. Metasurface mounted on the positioner head along

with a horn antenna at a fixed angle.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION OF MULTIPLE

FUNCTIONALITIES

III.1. Polarization- and Direction-sensitive Absorber

The first metasurface functionality studied is perfect ab-

sorption, where the uniform RC loadings determine the res-

onance frequency and resonance “depth”, primarily governed

by the capacitance (C) and resistance (R), respectively. Ap-

propriate RC pairs (SMD components) for two distinct reso-

nances near 5 GHz were assembled on the two parallel x- and

y-slots of each board, as illustrated in Fig. 1(d) and Fig. 2(c)

[top left panel]. We measure the co-polarized reflection spec-

trum r = S21, where a minimum in reflection corresponds to an

absorption maximum for our uniform metal-backed metasur-

face (no transmission and no diffraction orders allowed); note

that cross-polarization coupling is negligible for this configu-

ration, confirmed by both simulation and experiment.

Figure 3(a) depicts results for normal incidence; simulation

spectra were obtained through single-cell simulations (peri-

odic boundary conditions) performed in CST Studio; specific

details can be found in the Supplemental Material, Section S3.

When the electric field is y-polarized(x-polarized), it is the

RC1(RC2) pairs in the vertical(horizontal) slots that govern the

resonance. The measurement verifies that the resonance fre-

quencies are to the left and right of 5 GHz in the two cases,

as designed; small blueshifts in resonance frequency are at-

tributed to inductive reactance from soldering of the SMD el-

ements, more pronounced in the case of the 2.7 pF capaci-

tor (RC1). Moreover, the measured reflection dips are deeper

than those predicted in the simulations, which is attributed to

extra losses stemming from parasitic resistance of the SMD

capacitors, soldering, and PCB materials. In anticipation of

such additional resistive contributions, the nominal resistance

values were chosen such that the metasurface is in the “un-

dercoupled” regime, meaning that any extra resistance would

push the operation point towards critical coupling and deepen

the reflection minimum [21, 22].

Results for oblique incidence inside the xz plane are de-

picted in Fig. 3(b). In the case denoted by RC1-TE(RC2-TM),

the electric field is polarized along the y axis(x axis) lead-

ing to TE(TM) polarization. In all cases, the receiver horn

is aligned at the specular reflection direction, since the meta-

surface is uniform and no higher diffraction orders are propa-

gating. In the simulations, we observe that for the TE oblique

incidence, as the angle increases the resonance depth dimin-

ishes without a visible frequency shift; the opposite holds for

the TM-polarized case: the resonance frequency is visibly

shifted (increased) without a change in the resonance depth.

These trends are reproduced in the experiment corroborating

the reasonably good agreement between simulation and mea-

surement. A small discrepancy is observed for the TM polar-

ization where the measured reflection minima become shal-

lower as the incidence angle increases. However, this apparent

change concerns small values: from −30 dB to −21 dB. Note

that some discrepancy between simulation and measurement

is expected since simulations refer to the infinitely-periodic

metasurface, whereas measurements are conducted with a

finite-size metasurface: 18× 26 cells (162 mm × 234 mm).

This discrepancy will be more pronounced for large incidence

angles, since a smaller effective aperture is captured in this

case.

III.2. Broadband Polarization Converter

The second functionality studied is broadband linear-

polarization conversion in reflection by electrically rotating

the principal axis of the surface impedance of the metasurface.

The metasurface is again loaded uniformly, but the loading is

placed diagonally inside the square unit cell, as in Fig. 1(e)

and the top right panel of Fig. 2(c), so as to emulate a 45◦-

cut wire [23] that couples orthogonal (x and y) linear polar-

izations. We have also assessed the combination of populat-

ing one horizontal and one vertical connection in the back of

the cell, emulating an “L” shape geometry which has been

also successfully used for polarization conversion [24], but

found inferior performance. This time we only use capacitor

loading, i.e., no resistors, to minimize absorption. Follow-

ing a parametric simulation study, we found that the capaci-

tance value required for broadband and high-amplitude cross-

polarized reflection was around 0.5 pF. Since the minimum

C-value of available commercial SMD components was in the
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FIG. 3. Comparison of simulated and measured reflection spectra

for the perfect absorption functionality. The RC loads in vertical and

horizontal slots are RC1 = 22 Ω ‖ 2.7 pF and RC2 = 100 Ω ‖ 0.8 pF,

leading to resonances near 4.8 and 5.3 GHz when the electric field is

polarized along the y and x axis, respectively. (a) Normal incidence.

The resonance frequencies are nicely reproduced in the experiment;

the deeper reflection minima in the measurements are due to addi-

tional loss compared to the simulation (see text). (b) Oblique inci-

dence inside the xz plane: TE polarization when E ‖ y involving the

RC1 loads and TM polarization when E ‖ x involving the RC2 loads.

As the incidence angle increases, the TE resonance depth decreases

and the TM resonance frequency is blue shifted.

order of 1 pF, we combine two SMD capacitors in series to

attain the required value.

Figure 4 presents the simulated and measured cross-

polarized reflection (XPR) spectra, under normal incidence.

The broadband XPR covering the entire X-band (8-12 GHz)

arises as a combination of distinct features merging in a con-

tinuous aggregate band [25]. In the Supplemental Material

(Fig. S3) we investigate the field profiles of the individual

resonances adopting a simplified metasurface model. The

width of the main cross-polarized reflection band is found in

good agreement between measurement and simulations and

approaches ∼ 5 GHz. However, the spectral features within

the XPR band are not completely matching. We attribute this

discrepancy to the utilization of several sets of horn anten-

nas (four in total) for covering the frequency ranges 4-6, 6-8,

8-12, 12-18 GHz (approximately), in order to perform this

wideband measurement. The four measurements were sub-

sequently stitched together to end up with the result depicted

in Fig. 4. In particular, peaks near the edges of each mea-

surement may be somewhat distorted. We think that this is

the case with the first and second peaks, which are close to

the stitching (horn swapping) at 8.2 GHz. This hypothesis is

corroborated by the fact that the outlying peaks near 5.5 and

15 GHz show excellent agreement between simulation and

measurement. Finally, we note that for oblique incidence the
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0.75

1

|r
x
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|2

meas.
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inc.inc
y-pol
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relf.

FIG. 4. Simulated and measured cross-polarized reflection spectra

under normal incidence for the metasurface with diagonal loading

consisting of two 0.8 pF capacitors in series. Note the broad high-

amplitude cross-polarized spectrum covering the entire X-band (8-

12 GHz) and the two isolated peaks near 5.5 and 15 GHz, which are

also reproduced in the experiment.

bandwidth of XPR deteriorates; for angles above 15◦, two re-

flection dips slice the XPR spectrum in three bands, as can be

seen in the Supplemental Material (Fig. S5).

III.3. Wavefront Shaping

The last functionality studied is wavefront manipulation,

exemplified through the case of beam splitting: A normally

incident beam (plane wave) is divided in two approximately

equal beams in symmetric oblique directions, i.e., ±θs. This

is accomplished by applying a (non-uniform) binary encoding

across the aperture, as shown in Fig. 1(f) and bottom panel

of Fig. 2(c). Specifically, two different capacitor loads are

identified which lead to reflection coefficients that exhibit a

near-unity amplitude and a 180◦ phase difference at the oper-

ating frequency; for details, see Supplemental Material, Sec-

tion S6. For our unit cell design and target band of 4-6 GHz,

the two required capacitance values were in the vicinity of 1

and 3 pF, respectively. Subsequently, we assemble these loads

so as to form supercells whose extent is larger than the wave-

length (λ < p < 2λ , p is the supercell period) and implement

a flat binary grating on the metasurface (a “stripes” pattern),

which leads to first-order diffraction modes (scattered beams)

in directions θs = ±sin−1{λ/p}, assuming normal incidence

and infinite aperture. In our case, we opted for a period of

p = 8a = 72 mm made from eight 9-mm-wide unit cells ar-

ranged in four columns of cells with C1 = 0.8 pF loading fol-

lowed by four columns of cells with C2 = 2.7 pF loading;

each cell contained two identical SMD capacitors placed in

the vertical slots as shown in Fig. 1(f) and the bottom panel

of Fig. 2(c). When the illuminating field is polarized par-

allel to these loads, the infinite grating produces diffraction

lobes approximately in the θs = ±51◦ directions; longer pe-

riods lead to diffraction closer to specular reflection (normal,

in our case), but could not be well-accommodated inside our

finite metasurface.
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tering gain pattern at 5.3 GHz for a normally illuminated metasurface

configured as a binary grating. The grating is inscribed using two re-

active loadings (0.8 and 2.7 pF) that exhibit a π phase-difference at

the specified frequency. The supercell period is p = 8a = 72 mm

which results in a two-beam splitting at approximately θs = ±51◦

(±1 diffraction orders).

The measured and semi-analytically extracted 2D scatter-

ing patterns, depicted as the metasurface gain normalized to

the reference reflector (of same aperture), are illustrated in

Fig. 5, showing overall good agreement, despite some degra-

dation near the splitting maxima. In this case, the theoretical

results are not from full-wave simulations but are based on the

Huygens-Fresnel principle [26] that estimates the scattered

farfield pattern from the unit cell reflection coefficients using

Fraunhofer diffraction superposition; implementation details

for modeling the metasurface and the absorbing-foam frame

seen in Fig. 2(d) can be found in the Supplemental Material

(Section S7). The asymmetry in the scattering pattern with

respect to the “right” and “left” lobe is due to the incommen-

surate number of cells between the metasurface aperture (26)

and the grating period (8) in combination with the partially re-

flecting material that frames the effective aperture [Fig. 2(d)];

more details can be found in the Supplemental Material. This

is also the cause of the split-lobe maxima appearing at slightly

different angles than the prescribed (θs =±51◦) in simulation

and measurement.

Finally, we note that the very same structure can be used

for beam steering, or anomalous reflection, as outlined in the

Supplemental Material (Fig. S9).

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, with this family of static-load metasurfaces

we experimentally verify our approach towards a microwave

multi-functional and reconfigurable metasurface. The simu-

lation and experimental results have demonstrated successful

amplitude, wavefront and polarization control. More gener-

ally, this study serves as a proof-of-concept for the broader,

software-controlled intelligent metasurface vision, i.e., when

the resistive and capacitive loads are supplied by chips em-

bedded in the unit cells, forming an inter-connected controller

network which is computer controlled [3]. The measured per-

formance using commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) SMD loads

exceeded our expectations, particularly for the demanding ab-

sorber functionality; consequently, we anticipate similar or

improved in-band performance when using custom-designed

chips instead of COTS components. Note that embedding

such chips in the back-side of the unit-cells [15, 16] will not

perturb the EM design and performance of the metasurface,

owing to the decoupling offered by the backplane, nor ob-

struct its aperture.
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